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Abstract

Natural compound eyes combine small eye volumes with a large field of view at the cost of

comparatively low spatial resolution. For small invertebrates such as flies or moths, compound

eyes are the perfectly adapted solution to obtaining sufficient visual information about their

environment without overloading their brains with the necessary image processing. However,

to date little effort has been made to adopt this principle in optics. Classical imaging always

had its archetype in natural single aperture eyes which, for example, human vision is based on.

But a high-resolution image is not always required. Often the focus is on very compact, robust

and cheap vision systems. The main question is consequently: what is the better approach for

extremely miniaturized imaging systems—just scaling of classical lens designs or being

inspired by alternative imaging principles evolved by nature in the case of small insects? In

this paper, it is shown that such optical systems can be achieved using state-of-the-art

micro-optics technology. This enables the generation of highly precise and uniform microlens

arrays and their accurate alignment to the subsequent optics-, spacing- and optoelectronics

structures. The results are thin, simple and monolithic imaging devices with a high accuracy of

photolithography. Two different artificial compound eye concepts for compact vision systems

have been investigated in detail: the artificial apposition compound eye and the cluster eye.

Novel optical design methods and characterization tools were developed to allow the layout

and experimental testing of the planar micro-optical imaging systems, which were fabricated

for the first time by micro-optics technology. The artificial apposition compound eye can be

considered as a simple imaging optical sensor while the cluster eye is capable of becoming

a valid alternative to classical bulk objectives but is much more complex than the first

system.

1. Introduction

Miniaturized digital cameras and optical sensors are important

features for next-generation customer products. Key

specifications are resolution, sensitivity, power consumption,

manufacturing and packaging costs and, increasingly

important, overall thickness. Digital micro-cameras which

are based on miniaturized classical lens designs used today are

rarely smaller than 5×5×5 mm3. The magnification is related

to the system length. Recent improvements of CMOS image

sensors would allow further miniaturization. Nevertheless,

as a result of diffraction effects, a simple miniaturization of

known classical imaging optics would drastically reduce the

resolution [1] and potentially also the sensitivity. A simple

scaling of the imaging system to the desired size does not

seem to be a clever approach. How then to overcome these

limitations of optics? A fascinating approach is to look how

nature has successfully solved similar problems in the case of

very small creatures [2].

During the last century, the optical performance of natural

compound eyes has been analyzed exhaustively with respect to

resolution and sensitivity [3]. Several technical realizations or

concepts of imaging optical sensors based on the principle of

image transfer through separated channels have been presented

in the last decade. However, since the major challenge for a

technical adoption of natural compound eyes consists of the
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Figure 1. Different types of natural eye sensors (top) and their technical counterparts (bottom) [2].

required fabrication and assembly accuracy, all those attempts
have not led to a breakthrough because classical, macroscopic
technologies have been exploited to manufacture microscopic
structures. Sometimes only schematic macroscopic devices
have been fabricated. It is the aim of this paper to show that
these limitations can be overcome by using state-of-the-art
micro-optics technology. Many imaging applications could
benefit from bioinspired micro-optics, in a way that classical
objectives never could. Compound eye cameras should, for
instance, fit into tight spaces in automotive engineering, credit
cards, stickers, sheets or displays, security and surveillance,
medical technology and not be recognized as cameras.

Section 2 provides an introduction into natural compound
eye vision, which is necessary to understand and classify the
presented work on artificial compound eyes. Furthermore,
an introduction into micro-optics principles and scaling laws
of imaging systems is given. The state-of-the-art of micro-
optical imaging systems which have their archetypes in natural
compound eyes is presented in the context of the corresponding
natural vision principle.

In sections 3 and 4, two different objectives on the
basis of artificial compound eyes are examined. In the
apposition optics (section 3), a microlens array is applied
with a photodetector array of different pitch (center distance
between two adjacent elements) in its focal plane. The
image reconstruction is based on Moiré magnification [4].
The cluster eye approach (section 4), which is based on the
superposition of compound eyes, produces a regular image.
Here three microlens arrays of different pitches form arrays of
Keplerian microtelescopes with tilted optical axes, including a
field lens. The two artificial compound eye concepts provide a
decoupling of magnification and system length. Furthermore,
the use of individual channels for each viewing direction in
artificial compound eyes allows a channelwise correction of
off-axis aberrations, for instance, using chirped anamorphic
microlenses. Both types of objectives are analyzed with
respect to the theoretical limitations of resolution, spatial
information capacity, sensitivity and system thickness.
Explicit design rules and possibilities for simulation are
derived. The different fabricated systems are experimentally
characterized with respect to resolution and sensitivity.

Finally, section 5 concludes the results of the presented

work and points out future tasks with respect to design,

adaption to applications and technologies, in order to develop

bioinspired micro-optical vision systems from the proof of

principle to commercial applications.

2. Natural vision

Natural compound eyes have been subject to scientific research

for more than a century. This section only covers the essential

basics of natural compound eye vision. For further reading,

[3] and [5] are especially recommended.

There exist two known types of animal eyes [6]:

single aperture eyes and compound eyes. The latter can

be further divided into apposition compound eyes and

superposition compound eyes (figure 1). All of these eye

types can use refractive mechanisms for image formation

while incorporating graded refractive index optics [7]. In

single aperture eyes and superposition compound eyes,

reflective mechanisms can be found as well [8, 9].

For small invertebrates with an external skeleton, eyes are

very expensive in weight and metabolic energy consumption.

If the budget is tight, nature prefers to distribute the image

capturing to a matrix of several small eye sensors instead of

using a single eye [3, 5]. The resolution of compound eyes is

usually poor compared to that of single aperture eyes [10]. But

the processing of highly resolved images would overload the

brain of small insects anyway. In nature, this lack of resolution

is often counterbalanced by a large field of view (FOV) and

additional functionality such as polarization sensitivity or fast

movement detection. The arrangement of optical channels on

a spherical shell allows compound eyes to have a large FOV

while the total volume consumption remains small. Hence,

the main volume of the head is still available for the brain and

signal processing.

2.1. Single aperture eye

The key advantages of single aperture eyes (figure 1, left

column, top row) are high sensitivity and resolution. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Natural apposition compound eye. (a) Head of the fruit
fly ‘Drosophila melanogaster’. (b) Operation principle of natural
apposition compound eyes: apposition compound eyes are
composed of hundreds up to tens of thousands of microlens–
receptor units referred to as ommatidia arranged on a curved surface
with radius REYE. Every microlens with diameter and pitch D and
focal length f focuses light only from a small solid angle �ϕ of
object space onto a small group of photoreceptors. For simplicity,
one receptor with diameter d is assumed per unit. The eye samples
the angular object space with the interommatidial angle ��. D and
REYE determine the size of ��. The ommatidia are optically
isolated by intermediate opaque walls to prevent crosstalk. The
arrangement of ommatidia on a spherical shell allows natural
apposition compound eyes to have a very large FOV while the total
volume consumption is small.

small size of the FOV and the large volume of single aperture

eyes constitute drawbacks. Furthermore, as single aperture

eyes image only a limited FOV sharply, they must be moved

to sample the entire visual surrounding. This is accomplished

by means of eye or head movement. In addition, processing

the large amount of visual information in a highly resolved

image requires a large brain. Since this is a scientifically well-

covered topic, this natural vision system is not discussed in

more detail in this introduction.

2.2. Apposition compound eye

A natural apposition compound eye consists of an array of

microlenses on a curved surface. Each microlens is associated

with a small group of photoreceptors in its focal plane.

Apposition compound eyes have mainly evolved in diurnal

insects such as flies (figure 2(a)) [11]. The single microlens–

receptor unit forms one optical channel and is commonly

referred to as an ommatidium. The term ‘microlens’ is

convenient and further used for referring to the focusing

element. In fact, however, the principal focusing element

of the ommatidium is the crystalline cone, which has a graded

refractive index, with the highest index on the optical axis.

Only a minor contribution to the focusing is provided by the

corneal lens [7, 12].

Pigments form opaque walls between adjacent ommatidia

to avoid, in the case of large angles of incidence (AOI),

light which is focused by one microlens being received by

an adjacent channel’s receptor. Otherwise ghost images and a

reduction of contrast would result.

Natural apposition compound eyes contain several

hundreds (water fly) up to tens of thousands (honeybee or

Japanese dragon fly) of these ommatidia packed in non-

uniform hexagonal arrays. Each ommatidium’s optical axis

points in a different direction in the object space (figure 2(b)).

For simplicity, only one photoreceptor is assumed per unit.

The visual surrounding of the insect is sampled with the

interommatidial angle

�� = D/REYE. (1)

A response in the corresponding photoreceptor results only if

an object point is located on the optical axis of an ommatidium,

or close to it. The image formation evolves by the contribution

of all ommatidia’s signals.

The size of the so-called acceptance angle �ϕ defines,

according to the Sparrow criterion [13], the minimum distance

of two bright point sources which can still be resolved by

the optics. �ϕ has a geometrical contribution �ρ = d/f

which is determined by the receptor diameter projected into

the object space. This is convolved with a contribution given

by diffraction at the microlens aperture [14] for the wavelength

λ, resulting in

�ϕ =

√

(

d

f

)2

+

(

λ

D

)2

. (2)

Here a Gaussian photoreceptor response is assumed. λ/D

is the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian

approximation of the Airy function describing the blur caused

by diffraction [15].

How does the resolution of a compound eye scale with

size? Using the formalism of the eye parameter [14], it can be

shown that

REYE��2
� λ/2, (3)

and furthermore by substituting νs = 1/(2��) (the Nyquist

frequency), it follows that

REYE � 2λν2
s . (4)

The eye radius is proportional to the square of the required

resolution. In contrast, in single aperture eyes this scaling is

linear. The problem arises because, in compound eyes, the

ommatidia must increase in both number and size in order to

increase resolution [16]. The eyes become too large or reveal,

for the same size, a much lower resolution than single aperture

eyes (‘A man would need a compound eye of at least 1 m

diameter to get the same angular resolution as with his lens

eye.’ [17]).

This is the reason why many invertebrates developed

compound eyes which have areas with a locally higher

resolution, ‘acute zones’, than elsewhere in the eye. These

acute zones point into the direction of highest interest, similar

to the fovea in the eyes of mammals [18, 19].

Various technical approaches for compact vision systems

adopted the principle of small apposition compound eyes. A

general examination of the properties of natural apposition

compound eyes and of the possibilities of using artificial

derivates of those was given in [20]. Graded index microlens

arrays (MLA) of the rod type in front of pinhole arrays and

photodiode arrays built up an artificial apposition compound

eye [21]. Here a bulk diverging lens was used to provide the

overall FOV. The overall image reconstruction is explained by
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Natural superposition compound eye. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of head and eye section of the moth ‘Ephestia
Kuehniella’. (b) Schematic cross section of natural superposition compound eye.

the Moiré magnification. A detector geometry with a large

pitch and low fill factor (ratio of optically sensitive area to

unit cell area) has to be applied in order to achieve a high

resolution with the Moiré-image reconstruction. Different

arrangements of graded index microlenses and pinholes in

the cells of the array allow scale-invariant processing. A

difference in pitch leads to a factor of magnification which

can also be interpreted as enlargement of the FOV [22]. In

this approach, the number of image points is in general equal

to the number of ommatidia. This results in a drawback

of the systems described in the literature because here the

number of ommatidia is very small. The same applies to

other attempts where, for instance, microelectromechanical

systems (MEMS) technology is used. A scanning retina for a

change of direction of view was realized [23]. An autonomous

navigating robot was developed using an array of elementary

motion detectors based on a macroscopic artificial apposition

compound eye objective in a radial arrangement [24]. In the

TOMBO system [25], only a small number of channels are

used, but each cell of the system has a matrix of associated

photoreceptors which pick up all the information of the micro-

images. The microlenses are centered with the matrix of

photodetectors capturing the micro-images. The difference in

the micro-images is the result of the different radial positions of

the corresponding channel within the array (slightly different

offset). For close objects, the information content of the overall

image calculated from all the micro-images is much larger than

that of the single micro-images. However, there is the burden

of extraordinarily complex image processing [26].

Latest developments in this field deserve a special

mention [27]. Artificial compound eyes have been developed

using a novel three-dimensional (3D) microfabrication

method. Combining polymer microlenses, reconfigurable

microtemplating, soft lithography and self-written waveguides

by self-aligned 3D photo-polymerization enables a spherical

arrangement with thousands of omni-directional self-aligned

microlens and waveguide arrays in a photo-sensitive polymer

resin. This work also offers a promising paradigm for

constructing miniaturized optical systems for omni-directional

detection, wide FOV or fast motion detection [28]. However,

to date, to the authors knowledge actually captured images

using these approaches have not been demonstrated yet.

2.3. Superposition compound eye

The natural superposition compound eye has primarily evolved

in nocturnal insects and deep water crustaceans (figure 3).

The light from multiple facets combines on the surface of the

photoreceptor layer to form a single erect image of the object

[6]. For the refractive type, this optical performance is not the

result of a single MLA layer but of an array of microtelescopes.

These microtelescopes also incorporate graded index lenses

[29]. Compared to natural apposition compound eyes, natural

superposition compound eyes are much more light sensitive.

Eyes with small F/# (stop or aperture number, ratio of focal

length and aperture diameter, often referred to as ‘speed’ of

the lens, since the smaller this number is, the shorter the

necessary exposure time), even smaller than 1, have been

observed. Aberrations—similar to spherical aberrations, but

caused by the combination of light from many facets—lead

to a resolution far from the diffraction limit [30]. Some

insects use a combination of both types of compound eyes.

Variable pigments switch between apposition (daylight) and

superposition (night) or change the number of recruited facets

making up the superposition image [31].

The planar technical equivalent of the refractive natural

superposition compound eye is the Gabor superlens [32]. A

Gabor superlens is formed by two MLAs of different pitches,

having infinite conjugates. The two confocal MLAs build

up an array of beam steering miniature telescopes. The

pitch difference of the two MLAs introduces a continuous

displacement of the microlenses in the second array, bending

all bundles toward a common focus [33].

A large variety of imaging applications and manufacturing

methods were proposed for this lens [34]. The closest technical

application of the refractive natural superposition compound

eye can probably be found in highly symmetric one-to-one
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(a) (b)

(c) (d ) (e)

Figure 4. Scaling of lenses with constant F/# [2]. (a) Large lens.
The size of one image point is given by 2.44 λ F/#, where λ is the
wavelength. As a result of the large focal length f1 the angular
projection of the Airy disc in the object space �ϕ1 is very small.
The lens system has a high angular resolution. (b) Small lens. The
size of the Airy disc is the same as in (a). However, due to the short
focal length f2, here the angular projection of the Airy disc in the
object space �ϕ2 is very large. The lens system has a low angular
resolution. (c) The amount of information in the image plane of a
large lens is very large, because of the small Airy disc and large
focal length resulting in a large image field. (d) Even if the size of
the image points is the same, the spatial information capacity of the
small lens is low because of the small image field. Only a few image
points can be resolved. (e) By applying an array of microlenses
(d), which separately transfer the information in parallel, the same
information capacity as with the bulk lens in (c) can be achieved.

imaging systems as, for instance, in photocopying machines

using graded index MLAs [35]. In photocopying machines,

numerous channels of the overall array contribute to the

formation of one image point in order to achieve a high

light gathering power [36]. The microlens photolithography

[37] applies a highly symmetric one-to-one telescope imaging

system. A photolithographic mask is transferred into

photoresist with homogeneous image quality over an 8 inch

wafer diameter with only millimeter working distance and a

large focal depth.

2.4. Scaling laws of imaging systems

In micro-optics, aberrations are not as critical as in bulk optics,

as for instance third-order spherical aberration scales linearly

with the lens diameter. For small scale lens systems, the

diffraction limit itself is the important criterion describing

resolution and image finesse. This limitation can be avoided

by using MLAs and parallel information transfer instead of

single microlenses.

The spatial size of the diffraction-limited point spread

function (PSF), dF , in the lenses focal plane is invariant

when scaling with constant F/#. The angular projection of

dF into object space, however, increases with miniaturization

(figures 4(a) and (b)). Scaling with constant F/# also means

the maintenance of FOV. Fewer angular sensitivity functions fit

in the lenses’ FOV, and the amount of transferred information

is decreased.

Most of the described technological approaches of

artificial compound eyes for compact vision systems suffer

from assembly misalignment errors of the individually

fabricated components. This has prevented the realization

of functional thin cameras with a large number of pixels.

Macroscopic technologies have been explored in order to

realize microscopic devices.

As a consequence of the small required lens sags artificial

compound eyes are well suited for micro-optical fabrication

technologies. These allow wafer level manufacturing of

compound eye objectives with a large number of channels.

Utilizing photolithographic processes results in a highly

precise lateral accuracy of the compact imaging systems.

Fabrication and assembly technologies on a wafer scale lead

to cheap and compact imaging devices because of the parallel

manufacturing of many systems at once.

3. Artificial apposition compound eye objective

Artificial receptor arrays such as CCD or CMOS sensors are

fabricated on planar wafers. Thus, a thin monolithic objective

based on the artificial compound eye concept has to be a planar

structure as well. The artificial apposition compound eye

consists of an MLA positioned on a substrate, preferably with

optical isolation of the channels, and an optoelectronic detector

array of different pitch in the microlenses’ focal plane [38, 39].

The pitch difference enables the different viewing directions

of each optical channel. Each channel’s optical axis points

in a different direction in object space with the optical axes

of the channels directed outward (figure 5) if the pitch of the

receptor array is smaller than that of the MLA. Consequently,

an upright Moiré-magnified image results. If the pitch of the

MLA is smaller than that of the receptor array, the image is

inverted. A pinhole array can be used to narrow the photo-

sensitive area of the detector pixels if they are not small enough

for the required resolution.

A planar artificial apposition compound eye as shown

in figure 5 is described by the same optical parameters

as its curved natural archetype. Behind each microlens a

small image of the object is generated. As a result of

the pitch difference between the MLA and pinhole array,

�p = pL − pP , a Moiré-magnified image [40] is obtained

when the pinholes have different amounts of offset with

respect to the microlenses sample the micro-images [41].

Each channel corresponds to one field angle in object space.

The acceptance angle �ϕ determines the tradeoff between

sensitivity and resolution. It has to be small in order to have a

high resolution and large in order to achieve a high sensitivity.

The interommatidial angle of the planar apposition compound

eye is

�� = arctan
�p

f
. (5)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a planar artificial apposition
compound eye. (a) Three-dimensional model of the artificial
apposition compound eye showing the focusing MLA, the pinhole
array in its focal plane and the tilted optical axes of ommatidia
because of a pitch difference between the microlens array and
pinhole array, enabling the FOV of the imaging system. (b) The thin
monolithic device consists of an array of microlenses with diameter
D, focal length f and pitch pL on the front side of a spacing
structure and a pinhole array with pinhole diameters d and pitch pP

in the microlenses’ focal plane on the spacing structure’s backside.

As in the natural equivalent, opaque walls are introduced

between ommatidia to prevent the crosstalk of adjacent

channels for object points outside the FOV and the resulting

ghost images (the oblique ray in figure 5(b) demonstrates the

ghost effect).

The overall image size of the artificial apposition

compound eye is determined by the Moiré magnification

pP /�p and thus completely independent of the system length.

This arrangement delivers an image with a much larger

magnification than that of a single microlens. But it has a

much shorter system length than a classical objective with the

same magnification. The magnification, or in other words the

equivalent focal length of the artificial apposition compound

eye (which is defined by the ratio of lateral Moiré-image

size and FOV) determining the magnification, is thus much

larger than the overall objective length. This results in a

huge telephoto ratio (ratio of focal length to system length)

of >100 which in conventional telephoto objectives is only

approximately 2–3.

A further advantage of the artificial apposition compound

eye is the large focal depth. As a result of the extremely

short focal length of the microlenses an object is focused

independently of the object distance. There is no need for

an active focus adjustment with respect to the object distance.

3.1. Design and simulation of the artificial apposition

compound eye

There are two main possibilities for characterization. The

first is the examination of the complete array of channels.

Here, the interaction of channels to provide one overall Moiré-

magnified image can be observed. But there is only a limited

number of analysis tools available. However, the image

forming capability of the artificial apposition compound eye

can be proved this way. Much more information about

the objective can be obtained by analyzing the performance

(b)(a)

Figure 6. Simulation of a single channel for determination of the
angular sensitivity function. (a) Diagonal cross section of single
ommatidium. Length is 216 µm, R = 75 µm, and the microlens is
in a UV-curing polymer on a glass substrate. Field angles 0◦, 11◦,
13.5◦ are shown. The pinhole is centered on the optical axis.
(b) Intensity distribution in the pinhole for an incident plane wave at
a 0.35◦ angular offset from the optical axis (pinhole diameter:
d = 2 µm; position: focal plane of the microlens centered on the
optical axis). Consequently, a reduced power is coupled, compared
to the on-axis illumination. Simulation method: ‘physical optics
propagation’ in ZEMAXTM.

of a single ommatidium. Many valuable tools for optical

design and analysis are available. The extrapolation from a

single ommatidium to an array of channels forming the final

artificial apposition compound eye has to be harmonized with

the single-channel parameters, but is otherwise comparatively

simple.

The angular sensitivity function is the most appropriate

method for characterizing the performance of a single

ommatidium. It predicts which solid angle in object space is

treated by the optical system as one image point. The

amount of flux, radiated from an object point which is actually

received by a photoreceptor, is plotted as a function of angular

distance of the object point from the optical axis of the

considered ommatidium. The exact representation is the

convolution of the microlens PSF with the pinhole, projected

into object space by the focal length of the microlens. The

field-dependent angular sensitivity function explicitly includes

diffraction, aberrations and pinhole size. It is obtained by using

commercially available ray-tracing software.

First, the microlens PSF including aberration effects and

diffraction at the microlens aperture is calculated for a certain

field angle. It is then multiplied by the transmission function

of the pinhole. The angular offset of the considered field

angle from the ommatidium’s viewing direction determines

how much power of the PSF is transmitted by the pinhole

(figure 6(b)). This procedure is repeated for different amounts

of offset of the field angle from the ommatidium’s viewing

direction. The coupled optical power is plotted as a function

of the offset.

Figure 7 shows the simulation of the angular sensitivity

function of a later realized system, where the efficiency is

normalized to the flux incident on the lens at λ = 0.55 µm.

The artificial apposition compound eye principle shows a

clear tradeoff between sensitivity and resolution: the larger

the pinhole diameter, the higher the sensitivity but the wider

the angular sensitivity function, resulting in lower resolution

(overlap of the channel’s FOVs) and vice versa [10, 42]. In

approximation, the angular sensitivity function has a Gaussian
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Figure 7. Simulated angular sensitivity function for a single
ommatidium with D = 68 µm and fn′ = 216 µm. Two different
pinhole sizes are examined for on-axis performance.

shape, if the pinhole and the PSF are of similar size. The

pinhole size is then well matched to the PSF in terms of

resolution and sensitivity. If the pinhole is larger than the

PSF there results in approximation of the angular sensitivity

function a super-Gaussian shape, in extreme cases this is close

to a rectangular shape. Then, a small change in object position

close to the viewing direction is not reflected in any change

of the angular sensitivity function. The resolution is low. If

the pinhole is smaller than the PSF, the width of the angular

sensitivity function is also small, but limited by the size of the

PSF. Furthermore the sensitivity is low.

In natural insect eyes, the microlens layer and the light

sensitive cells are both arranged on a curved base (figure 2(b)).

Each optical channel focuses the light coming from the object

points lying on the channels’ optical axis. Due to bending

each ommatidium points toward a different angular direction.

Therefore these compound eyes exhibit a very large FOV while

the single channels are working on-axis and are not suffering

from off-axis aberrations [43]. As mentioned above, to date,

artificial apposition compound eye objectives are limited to

planar substrates. Consequently, the optical channels cannot

be arranged in on-axis configurations inherently connected

with the appearance of off-axis aberrations when using

spherical lenses. In classical macroscopic optical systems

(archetype: single chamber eye), where one optical channel

transfers the overall FOV, many optical elements of different

refractive indices have to be used in order to minimize

off-axis aberrations leading to very complex, bulky and

expensive optical systems which only represent a compromise

of aberration correction for all viewing directions.

In contrast, for the apposition compound eye objective

each lenslet is assigned to only one angle of the overall

FOV. Consequently, an individual correction of the channels

for aberrations is feasible [43]. Due to the small numerical

aperture of the lenslets of the objective, astigmatism and field

curvature are by far dominant compared to coma which is only

a minor influence. Therefore efficient channelwise focusing of

Figure 8. Circular and ellipsoidal lenses under perpendicular and
oblique incidence and related spot diagrams (arrows indicate the
position of the corresponding spot). A circular lens with a radius of
curvature R = 339 µm and diameter D = 242.8 µm in fused silica
(n = 1.46 at 550 nm wavelength) under perpendicular incidence
produces a diffraction-limited focus. However, if illuminated under
oblique incidence, astigmatism and especially field curvature lead to
very large spots in the Gaussian image plane. The tangential and
sagittal image planes are separated from the Gaussian image plane
(here −165 µm and −262 µm, respectively), and the foci are
blurred to lines. Using an anamorphic lens with adapted tangential
and sagittal radii of curvature (Rt = 579 µm, Rs = 451 µm) for this
special angle of incidence, a diffraction-limited spot size is achieved.

the oblique angle to be transferred is possible by using different

and differently oriented anamorphic lenses for each channel

[44]. The radii of curvature of the lenses in the two orthogonal

directions (tangential and sagittal planes) have to be different

and chosen in order to compensate for astigmatism due to

the oblique incidence. Furthermore, they are both chosen in

such a way that the focal plane of all cells with their different

angles of incidence is fixed at the position of the paraxial image

plane (figure 8). This leads to a planarized Moiré-magnified

image [4, 40, 41] in the detector surface. A torus segment

with two radii of curvature in perpendicular directions is the

most appropriate 3D surface type for such an anamorphic lens.

A channelwise decenter of the lens vertex with respect to the

assigned receptor center enables the correction of the distortion

of the complete objective.

3.2. Fabrication

The fabrication of the artificial apposition compound eye has

been carried out using lithographical processes on a wafer
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scale. It is based on the patterning of a thin 4 inch glass wafer

with arrays of microlenses in a rectangular arrangement on one

side and pinhole arrays on the opposite side. The thickness of

the wafer is matched to the microlens focal length in the glass.

The generation of the MLAs consists of several steps

involving master and mold generation and subsequent UV-

replication [45]. The photoresist master pattern is fabricated

on a silicon wafer in a standard procedure (photolithography in

combination with a heating/reflow process [46]) since it is a

well-established technology yielding very smooth and well-

determined spherical surfaces [46] often used for imaging

applications [47]. Here the 3D surface is the result of

surface tension effects and depends on the volume of the

resist cylinder and the shape of the rim of the lens (mask

geometry). Consequently stringent limitations of viable

geometries apply. A suitable approximation of the desired

torus segment is an ellipsoidal lens which can be easily formed

by melting a photoresist cylinder on an ellipsoidal base [48].

For the correction of astigmatism and field curvature the

ellipses have varying major and minor axes as well as adapted

orientations (see the right-hand side of figure 17). To our

knowledge, commercially available mask software tools are

not capable of generating masks of a chirped arrangement.

Therefore self-written software tools had to be developed. The

required geometry data for the mask necessary for creating the

chirped array of ellipsoidal lenses can be derived completely

analytically [49]. The replication is carried out in a modified

contact mask aligner (SUSS MA6 with a UV-embossing

option) where the gap between the glass wafer and mask/mold

is filled by a UV-curing inorganic–organic hybrid polymer

which is subsequently cured and separated from the mold.

The most critical fabrication issue is the uniformity of the axial

distance between the microlens vertex and pinhole, which is

affected by a series of parameters such as precision of the

MA6-height-alignment (±1 µm), bowing of the mold, mask

holder, chuck and substrate (±6 µm overall) as well as by non-

uniform microlens focal lengths across the wafer (±3 µm).

An artificial apposition compound eye has a low fill factor

of pinholes in the image plane. It is consequently more suitable

for optoelectronic sensor arrays which also have a low fill

factor rather than for a combination with conventional densely

packed CCD or CMOS sensor arrays. Therefore, ultra-

thin artificial apposition compound eyes customized to the

geometrical parameters of a large-pitch CMOS sensor for low-

cost, fast and robust vision, even under extreme illumination

conditions [50], were designed and fabricated.

The pitch of the artificial apposition compound eyes

pinhole array was matched to the pixel pitch of the sensor

array. For given FOV and F/# a design thickness of 206 µm

and a regular MLA pitch of 69.35 µm resulted for the objective.

Objective chips with different pinhole sizes covering the

photo-sensitive area of the sensor pixels were realized on a

wafer scale in order to examine the influence on resolution

and sensitivity (figure 9). The wafers were subsequently diced

and the objectives were aligned in front of the detector array

(figure 10) [51]. Some objectives were fixed to the sensor

array by UV-curable glue for permanent use as a thin camera

system.

Figure 9. Wafer with 5 × 5 ultra-thin objectives before
singularization, imaging the picture of a sunflower. Objectives with
different pinhole sizes and also objectives with equal pitches of the
microlens array and pinhole array resulting in unity magnification
are realized.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Diced artificial apposition compound eye. (a) Artificial
apposition compound eye in comparison to 1 Euro cent and a
traditional single lens objective with the same magnification and
approximate length of 20 mm. (b) Artificial apposition compound
eye attached to the CMOS sensor array (courtesy of Centre Swiss
d’Electronique et de Microtechnique SA (CSEM) Neuchâtel,
Switzerland).

The size of the object, presented to the vision system

without opaque walls must be matched to its FOV to avoid

the crosstalk of adjacent channels. Otherwise, in the case

of large AOI from object points outside the FOV in the

current setup, light focused by one microlens may be received

by a receptor of the adjacent channel. Ghost images from

objects outside the FOV and a reduction of contrast may

result. In order to overcome this problem, the realization of an

artificial apposition compound eye with opaque walls using a

high aspect ratio photolithography technology on a supporting

substrate was investigated.

The region between pinholes and microlenses is not

formed by a simple substrate but by a structured spacer

layer consisting of transparent columns of SU8 photo-polymer

(EPOXY NOVOLAK EPON SU8) and gaps which are filled

by absorbing polymer cast. The patterning of the columns

was realized by SU8 resist technology using an additional

photomask (figure 11(a)). After hard baking of the SU8

columns the gaps were filled by highly absorbing polymer

cast (PSK2000 black matrix polymer, Brewer science) as

shown in figure 11(b). Pinhole and microlens fabrication

remains unchanged. Finally, the MLA was replicated on

top of this spacing structure (figure 11(c)). The sum of
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Photographs of fabrication of opaque walls. (a) Side
view of transparent columns of photo-polymer which are structured
with a high aspect ratio in SU8, forming the bulk structure of the
channels. (b) Gaps are filled by light-absorbing polymer cast (front
view). (c) MLA is replicated on top (front view).

SU8 thickness and replicated thickness was uniform to within

±1%. In future this procedure could be applied directly to the

optoelectronics wafer as a supporting substrate. This enables

the integration of the objective assembly in the electronics

fabrication process. However, at the current stage of

development a direct integration of this fabricated objective

including opaque walls on top of the imager was not possible

due to the required thickness of the supporting glass substrate.

3.3. Experiments

The artificial apposition compound eye is aligned actively in

front of the sensor array using a vacuum gripper arm which is

attached to a precision six-axis manipulation stage. The sensor

board is fixed to a rotation stage with the rotation axis in the

center of the detector array. A homogeneous white target is

presented to the camera. The artificial apposition compound

eye and the sensor board are aligned with respect to each

other until all the pinholes are centered on their corresponding

detector pixels and a homogeneous bright image is obtained

from the sensor. Rotation between the objective and sensor

is especially critical and has to be avoided. Different test

patterns were presented to the vision system composed of

the thin artificial apposition compound eye and the ‘artificial

retina’ optoelectronic sensor array. The captured images are

analyzed with respect to resolution and sensitivity, focusing

homogeneity and subjective information content. The size of

the object presented to the vision system had to be matched

to its FOV to avoid crosstalk of adjacent channels due to the

lack of opaque walls between the channels in a version directly

applicable to the imager.

A radial star pattern is well suited to determine the optical

cut-off frequency of an imaging system. Here the object

frequency is a function of the radial coordinate in the image.

The resolution in LP/degree (LP stands for ‘line pair’ and is a

measure of resolution) is estimated by the cut-off of resolution

in the image of the radial star pattern centered within the

objective’s FOV.

Figures 12(a) and 13(a) show images of the same star

pattern taken using the artificial apposition compound eye

in figure 12(a) and using a bulk, 1/3 inch image-format

objective in figure 13(a). Figure 13(a) demonstrates the

limitation of resolution by the sensors’ Nyquist frequency. The

artificial apposition compound eye achieves approximately

half that resolution (figure 12(a)). For an artificial apposition

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12. Radial star pattern with 16LP filling the FOV of the
0.2 mm thin artificial apposition compound eye with d = 2 µm
pinholes. A cut-off resolution at 32LP/FOV can be determined
resulting in a resolution of 3.6 LP mm−1 or 1.5 LP/degree and a
FOV of 20◦

× 20◦. The black and white dots are due to random data
transmission errors of the sensor’s ethernet communication with the
PC. The vacuum gripper for holding the objective over the sensor
array appears in the lower left corner of the captured test images.
(a) Intensity image. (b) Close-to-the-pixel analogous computation
of contrast. (c) Edge orientation (false color coded).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. Test images using a bulk objective for comparison
(a) and captured by the artificial apposition compound eye (b), (c).
(a) The same test pattern as in figure 12 was also recorded using a
bulk objective for 1/3 inch image format with a focal length of 12
mm and an F/# of 2.0. In this case, the resolution is limited by the
sensor’s Nyquist frequency to 64 LP/FOV. (b) Image of a portrait
photograph of Carl Zeiss. (c) Example of imaged bar targets for
MTF determination (here 16 LP bar target).

compound eye with d = 2 µm pinholes, a cut-off resolution

of 32 LP/FOV was determined. The capabilities of the

optoelectronic sensor array with a low fill factor are presented

in figures 12(b) and (c). It suits not only the acquisition of

intensity images but, due to the low fill factor, especially the

close-to-the-pixel on-chip analogous computation of contrast

and contrast direction without post-processing in a subsequent

computer.

Figure 13(b) shows the caption of a portrait photograph of

Carl Zeiss using the artificial apposition compound eye. This

demonstrates the capability of face recognition.

Bar targets of different spatial frequencies, such as

in figure 13(c), were imaged for a quantitative MTF

determination. Each signal frequency response (SFR) was

calculated by a FFT formalism where the amplitude of the

first harmonic with respect to the dc peak of the original and

the imaged bar patterns are compared and plotted versus the

corresponding angular frequency in figure 14. The measured

MTF for d = 2 µm pinholes corresponds to the cut-off

predicted by the image of the radial star pattern in figure 12(a).

Approximately 30 LP can be resolved over the entire FOV.

The limiting factor of resolution of the generated artificial

apposition compound eye is the overlapping of the acceptance
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Figure 14. MTF of artificial apposition compound eye with d as the
parameter.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. Original and ghost images with and without opaque
walls by imaging a test pattern strongly off-axis. (a) Without
opaque walls, 101 × 101 channels, d = 5 µm pinholes. (b) Without
opaque walls, 128 × 128 channels, d = 2 µm pinholes, directly
attached to the sensor. (c) With opaque walls, 101 × 101 channels,
d = 5 µm pinholes. The white dots are mask defects.

Table 1. Measured sensitivity of compound eye camera with F/# of
2.2 normalized using the bulk objective with the same sensor array
and bare pixels.

Pinhole diameter (µm) 2 3 4 5 6 8
Relative sensitivity (%) 2.4 4.8 10.0 15.2 35.0 38.3

angles of adjacent channels in object space which increases

with increasing pinhole diameters.

However, using small pinholes for the improvement of

resolution results in reduced sensitivity. In table 1 the captured

optical powers using artificial apposition compound eyes with

different pinhole sizes are normalized to the power using the

bulk objective with a sensor array with bare pixels for taking

the same plain image.

For evaluation of the crosstalk, the radial star pattern was

imaged off-axis by systems without opaque walls

(figures 15(a) and (b)) under the same conditions as by a system

including optical isolation between ommatidia (figure 15(c)).

The radial star pattern is imaged under a large AOI so that half

of it is outside the objective’s FOV.

For artificial apposition compound eyes without opaque

walls, a ghost image of the part of the test pattern which is

outside the objective’s FOV appears on the opposite side of

Figure 16. Maximum intensity on the sensor versus AOI. The
region of AOI ‘FOV’ is that with the corresponding microlens
focusing on a pinhole. In the angular region of ‘ghost first order’
the focus of the adjacent microlens is brought on a pinhole and
consequently for ‘ghost second order’ the focus of the next but
one microlens.

the image. For the artificial apposition compound eye with

opaque walls included in the spacing structure, there results

a blocking of light from outside the FOV. Only the original

part of the pattern is imaged (figure 15(c), compare to figure

15(a)). Ghost images are suppressed.

This is confirmed by a quantitative measurement of the

response of the artificial apposition compound eyes with and

without opaque walls with 101 × 101 channels and d = 3 µm

pinholes to a 0.65◦ extended source. The source is presented

to the imaging system under different angles of illumination

inside and outside the FOV. The wafers with the artificial

apposition compound eyes are attached to a rotation stage and

tilted in order not to loose light from the transfer through the

relay optics for large AOI. The test object, the relay optics

and the CCD are fixed. The corresponding diagram for the

maximum intensity on the sensor as a function of AOI is given

in figure 16.

Figure 16 quantitatively shows the effect of opaque walls

on imaging quality. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the

maximum intensity on the sensor is drastically increased. Real

image signals can be separated from false light much more

easily than without opaque walls. A fully operational ultra-

thin imaging device based on artificial apposition compound

eye vision even for arbitrary large illuminated scenes is only

achieved if opaque walls are introduced between adjacent

channels.

For the evaluation of the improved resolution

homogeneity by use of chirped ellipsoidal microlens arrays,

we displayed different representative test patterns to a vision

system consisting of a chirped lens array and, for comparison

of the regular lens array, investigated the captured images

with respect to resolution homogeneity over the FOV. For

simplicity, only one quadrant of the entire symmetrical

FOV is tested so that the channel in the lower left corner

has a perpendicular viewing direction with respect to the

objective plane and consequently applies a circular lens. With

increasing viewing angle of the channel, the ellipticity of the
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Figure 17. Bar targets of different spatial frequency and captured images of them using a chirped lens array for channelwise aberration
correction for the oblique incidence and using a regular lens array for comparison. Additionally, a specially adopted 4 × 1/4 radial star test
pattern demonstrates the obtainable resolution in the four image corners as a function of the angle of incidence by the different radii of
vanishing contrast of the radial star patterns.

corresponding lens is increased up to an angle of σmax = 32◦

on the diagonal.

Figure 17 shows original bar and radial star test targets and

the corresponding images taken by compound eye objectives

applying chirped or regular lens arrays. It can be clearly

observed that—as to be expected—the resolution in the

center of the FOV (the lower left corner of the objective)

is independent of the use of regular or chirped lens arrays.

However, with an increasing viewing angle the resolution is

decreased, however when simply using the regular lens array

while the resolution stays constant when applying the chirped

lens array where each channel is individually optimized for its

viewing direction [52].

4. Cluster eye

Archetypes for this micro-optical telescope compound eye

imaging system (we will call it a ‘cluster eye’) are natural

superposition compound eyes of small nocturnal insects.

The cluster eye imaging system has basically the same

arrangement of lenses as a Gabor superlens to allow for

the optical annexation of the micro-images transferred by

the different channels (figure 18). The parallel transfer of

different parts of an overall FOV (different information) with

strong demagnification by separated optical channels allows

the cluster eye to have a collective space bandwidth product

which is equal to the sum of the individual channel’s space

bandwidth products. Consequently, the cluster eye has the

potential for much higher resolution than the experimentally

demonstrated artificial apposition compound eye. On the

other hand, the complexity of the cluster eye is much higher

Figure 18. Working principle of the telescope compound eye
imaging system with optical image reconstruction. The arrangement
of the refracting surfaces is similar to that of a Gabor superlens
(natural archetype: superposition compound eye) in order to achieve
the image annexation. Field apertures in the intermediate image
plane avoid overlay of the images of the different channels to reduce
aberrations. For simplicity, only the central chief rays from the
different object points are drawn, except for the central channel,
where the marginal rays are also shown for two different object
directions.

as compared with the artificial apposition compound eye

objective, and the cluster eye is thicker by a factor of 10.

Three wafers of microlens arrays with applied aperture arrays

have to be stacked precisely, and there is a high demand on the

microlens quality with respect to focal length accuracy. Other

advantages of using artificial compound eye imaging systems

apply in the same way for the cluster eye as they do for the

artificial apposition compound eye. Such advantages are the

manufacturing of the objective by micro-optics technology due
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Figure 19. Schematic of the experimentally realized cluster eye. The focusing MLA includes ellipsoidal microlenses. The field MLA and
the relaying MLA consist of circular microlenses. Chromium apertures are attached to all MLAs. Rectangular field apertures on the field
lenses allow a spatial annexation of the partial images to one regular image. The design’s total thickness is 1.92 mm.

to the small required lens sags and correction of each channel

for its central viewing direction.

4.1. Principle and design

Figure 18 presents the optical system with no overlap of

the images transferred by different channels but a perfect

spatial annexation to the upright overall image in the detector

surface. Three MLAs with different pitches form Keplerian

telescopes with tilted optical axes including a field lens array

and field aperture array in the intermediate image plane. The

arrangement of the refracting surfaces is similar to that of a

Gabor superlens (natural archetype: superposition compound

eye). The system can be interpreted as a cluster of single

pupil micro-cameras which have tilted optical axes to obtain

a large overall FOV [53]. Each channel images only a small

angular section. The widths and positions of the field apertures

determine the amount of overlap and spatial annexation of the

partial images. The ratio of focal lengths of the telescope

lenses and tilt of the optical axes of the telescopes determine

the magnification and image annexation.

A full description of such a system has to be based on an

analytical model to find all reasonable parameter sets and the

fundamental relationships. In [54, 55] the determination and

validation of the first-order parameters of a cluster eye in the

one-dimensional case using a paraxial 3× 3 matrix formalism

is reported. The obtained paraxial parameters are transferred to

parameters of real microlenses. A 2 mm thin imaging system

with 21×3 channels, 70◦
×10◦ FOV and 4.5×0.5 mm2 image

size is then optimized using sequential ray-tracing. Non-

sequential ray-tracing analysis is used for the evaluation of

ghost images and stray light of the cluster eye [56]. It is

furthermore examined which sensitivities and resolution can

theoretically be obtained. In the following, the fabrication and

experimental characterization of this telescope compound eye

imaging system are discussed. The ideal parameters of the

finally realized device can be found in [56].

4.2. Fabrication

A cluster eye with 21 × 3 optical channels was fabricated by

micro-optics technology. The microlens shapes are defined by

reflow of photoresist cylinders on varying (ellipsoidal) bases.

The microlenses are subsequently transferred into fused silica

by reactive ion etching. Arrays of apertures with ellipsoidal

(focusing array), rectangular (field MLA) and circular

openings (relaying MLA) are applied to the corresponding

MLAs by chromium etching or lift-off. Finally, the three

MLA wafers are stacked in a modified SUSS mask aligner

MA8/BA6 with active control of axial distances, wedge error

compensation and lateral alignment using appropriate marks.

The principle arrangement of the realized cluster eye is given

in figure 19.

The major issue of the MLA fabrication by the reflow

process is the predetermination of the microlens shape by the

resist height and the shape of the lens base within the parameter

space used [48]. As experiments showed, the microlens

height is approximately constant for a variation of the resist

cylinder base within a certain accuracy [55], thus the radius

of curvature of the microlens is just given by the size of the

lens base.

A critical task in the fabrication was to determine the

experimentally obtained radii of curvature and deviations of

the cross sections of the ellipsoidal lenses from circles in order

to find the best combinations of fabricated samples of all three

layers. Thus, after the RIE-transfer of the photoresist profiles

into fused silica the MLAs were characterized by a mechanical

stylus instrument which was moved on paths crossing all

the microlens vertices of the corresponding row or column.

Figure 20 demonstrates examples of the measured radii of

curvature of the focusing array (ellipsoidal microlenses) in

comparison to the ideal values. The deviation of the microlens

cross sections from a sphere is always below 90 nm (RMS).

The radius error is below 2%.

The best combination of fabricated MLAs taking into

account lens fabrication errors was found by implementing the

measured microlens data into the ray-tracing and optimization

software ZEMAXTM and starting a redesign. The degrees

of freedom left to achieve optimum performance are the

axial distances between the arrays defined by the glue

thicknesses.

Tolerances for lateral and axial alignment of the different

substrates when stacking in the SUSS alignment system are

better than ±2 µm and ±2.5 µm, respectively.
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Figure 20. Comparison of ideal and experimentally obtained radii
of curvatures of ellipsoidal microlenses of focusing array.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21. Image of a white surface. Parts (a)–(c) show the same
image produced by the cluster eye but with different axial positions
of the relay optics (distance of 120 µm with respect to each other).

4.3. Experiments

Test patterns were presented to the realized cluster eye and the

overall image was relayed onto a conventional CCD camera

by a microscope objective with a magnification of 5× and a

numerical aperture (NA) of 0.18.

The image annexation of all the partial images can be

observed by imaging a white surface, because one smooth

white image should be generated. Figure 21 demonstrates

that a perfect image stitching could not be obtained with

this first demonstrator. Either the partial images are of

roughly rectangular shape but do not connect to each other

(figure 21(a)), or they connect only in some portions

(figure 21(b)) or have strong overlap in others (figure 21(c)).

This causes a considerable intensity modulation even for a

smooth white object.

Since the cluster eye is non-telecentric on the image side,

the chief rays behind the cluster eye are not parallel to the

optical axis and possess steeper angles with increasing object

size and therefore image coordinate. Due to the limited NA

of the relaying microscope objective, the transmitted field

angles are restricted and only a limited number of channels

can be observed. However, with the central 8 × 3 channels the

following images were captured.

Figure 22 shows the images of a radial star pattern,

captured at different axial positions from the cluster eye.

It can be observed that the matching of the image plane

of the individual telescopes with the position of the perfect

annexation of the partial images is particularly critical. This is

mainly influenced by the correspondence of the axial position

(a) (b)

Figure 22. Images of a radial star test pattern at an object distance
of 41 cm. (Here 5 × 3 channels are contributing.) (a) At a certain
distance from the cluster eye, the partial images have high contrast
but are separated from each other. (b) When moving the image
plane 120 µm further away from the cluster eye, all the partial
images exhibit a very good annexation with only minor areas of
overlap or lack of annexation. One regular image is generated by
transfer of the different image section through separate channels.
However, the contrast of the partial images is reduced compared to
(a) because the image plane of the telescopes is slightly defocused.

of the intermediate images with the position of the field

apertures. The poor quality of the produced field apertures

is considered to be less important. Tolerances of MLA

fabrication and assembly are very tight (in the µm order

of magnitude) and there are no compensation possibilities

without reducing either contrast of the partial images or

degrading the image stitching. However, it is demonstrated

that one overall image is generated by the transfer of different

image sections through separated channels with a strong

demagnification. Each channel has a FOV of 4.1◦
× 4.1◦,

the size of the partial images is 192 × 192 µm2. This results

in a magnification with an equivalent focal length of 2.75 mm

at a system length of the realized cluster eye of only 1.99 mm

equivalent to a telephoto ratio of 1.4.

In figure 23, images of bar targets of different spatial

frequencies are presented. Over a FOV of 33◦
× 12◦, a

resolution of 3.3 LP/degree is achieved. Problems of image

stitching and aberrations of each channel’s marginal field

angles can be observed in figures 23(b) and (c). Bar targets

which are oriented parallel to the transition between channels

lose modulation in the transition area, while bar targets, which

are perpendicular to the direction of transition, are still visible

in the transition area. This is the result of a slight offset

of the images in the direction of transition between images

and the asymmetrical form of the geometrical spots. This is

caused by the off-axis aberrations of each channel’s marginal

fields. Bar targets of different spatial frequencies, such as in

figure 23, were imaged for a quantitative MTF determination

(figure 24). Each SFR was calculated after the same

procedure as discussed for the artificial apposition compound

eye. Finally, images of different test patterns visualizing

the optical performance of the cluster eye are presented in

figure 25. Distant text and faces can be resolved. Due

to the non-telecentricity of the cluster eye on the image

side (larger chief ray angle for large image coordinate), the

relay objective cannot transmit outer portions of the cluster

eye image onto the standard imager if the angles are too
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 23. Imaged bar targets. (a) Tilted bar target with a period of
8.8 mm LP−1 and a height of 7 cm at a distance of 55 cm. A good
image annexation can be observed, the edges of the bars are imaged
sharply. (b) Image of vertical test pattern at a distance of 41 cm and
size of 13.5 cm, demonstrating the maximum resolution of the
cluster eye. (c) The same resolution is achieved imaging a
horizontal test pattern.

Figure 24. Measured MTF of the fabricated cluster eye.

large (limited numerical aperture of the relay objective).

In order to avoid this, a thin ground diffusing glass is

introduced in the image plane of the cluster eye so that for

large image coordinates the light is also diffused in virtually

all angles and thus can be captured by the relay optics.

The relayed image becomes more coarse but is still visible

(figure 26(a)) and larger FOVs can be relayed. The whole

image plane of the cluster eye is now relayed using a C-mount

objective instead of a microscope objective. The functionality

of the cluster eye for objects filling almost all of the design

FOV is shown in figure 26(b) and (c).

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 25. Experimental demonstration of the imaging capabilities
of the cluster eye. (a) Image of a text section of M F Land’s book
Animal Eyes, section 3: ‘What makes a good eye’ [5] with size
10 × 3.7 cm2 at a distance of 17 cm. (b) Image of a picture of
‘Image processing Lena’. (c) Image of the IOF institute logo. Sharp
edges and small resolved image features demonstrate the promising
imaging capabilities of the cluster eye.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 26. Ground diffusing glass introduced in the image plane of
cluster eye. (a) Relay by microscope objective (8 × 3 channels
observed, imaging a section of a radial star pattern). (b) C-mount
objective (f = 16 mm, F/# = 1.4, with extension rings) used for
relay of the image of a radial star pattern formed by the cluster eye.
A horizontal FOV of 63◦ can be observed. 16 × 3 channels
contribute. (c) A bar target with period 3◦ LP−1 is imaged by the
cluster eye onto the diffusing glass and relayed by the C-mount
objective onto the CCD. 21 LP can be observed resulting in a FOV
of 63◦. The resolution is degraded for the outer channels.
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5. Conclusions and outlook

The technically achieved resolutions of 1.5 LP/degree

of the artificial apposition compound eye objective and

3.3 LP/degree for the cluster eye seem rather promising

compared to today’s standard imaging devices, if the difference

in system length of approximately one order of magnitude

is taken into account. For comparison, a classical single

aperture wide-angle objective with a 70◦ horizontal field of

view and a ‘1 megapixel’ sensor provides an angular resolution

of 7.1 LP/degree if homogeneous resolution over the field

of view is assumed. The total track of such a ‘miniature’

single aperture objective is typically in the order of magnitude

of 5–10 mm. The angular resolution of the demonstrated

artificial apposition compound eyes is furthermore comparable

to that of many invertebrate eyes such as, e.g., the honeybee

(0.5 LP/degree). The natural archetypes show that it is not

the highest resolution that provides the optical solution capable

of surviving for millions of years, but the simplest solution

in perfect adaptation to the image capturing task and to the

environmental circumstances such as minimum volume, no

need for focusing for different object distances and minimum

necessary signal processing.

In the future, modifications of the technology have

to be developed for the FOV and resolution of artificial

compound eye imaging systems to be increased, the expensive

lithographical process to be replaced by cheap replication,

objectives to become mechanically flexible or be directly

integrated in the electronics fabrication process. Additional

functions which are also provided by the natural archetypes

such as color vision, polarization sensitivity and movement

detection shall be integrated as well. The combination

of micro-optical imaging systems with task-specific image

processing such as artificial neural networks, which also could

be inspired by insect vision, must be investigated.

Finally, comparing the analyzed artificial compound

eye concepts with their natural archetypes the following

conclusions can be drawn. The major difference at this stage of

development is the planar arrangement of the artificial systems

compared to the curved geometry of the natural ones. This is

the consequence of today’s limitation of planar lithographic

patterning technologies. The advantages of a curved base

compared to a planar one are obvious: the immanence of a

large field of view, avoiding off-axis aberrations, and avoiding

declining illumination with increasing field angle due to the

cos4 law. Technologies to generate microlens arrays on curved

surfaces, e.g. by a special type of a laser beam writer, are

currently being developed. Optoelectronics on curved surfaces

have to be investigated in future.

However, artificial compound eye imaging systems,

in addition to the compactness and large telephoto ratio,

exhibit one major advantage for solving the problem of

off-axis aberrations: because of the segmented image

transfer each channel can be specially optimized for its

individual viewing direction resulting in a drastically improved

resolution homogeneity over the objectives’ entire FOV while

classical single-channel imaging systems always have to be a

compromise for all the angles of incidence represented in the

FOV.
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